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each attendee of the prestigious hope s peak academy is
known throughout the world as the ultimate practitioner of
their chosen profession but when they re trapped in the
school by the terrible teddy bear monokuma their only
chance of escape is to murder one of their classmates
and get away with it immortality is magical in the sense
that it really whisks you away into mariss s realm and just
as you think you might be working things out another
spanner is thrown into the works that transforms
everything you thought you knew about the actor
bequeathed a dilapidated farm by your grandfather you
ditch your unfulfilling office job for a new life in the fresh
air of the countryside and its direction is entirely up to you
will you spend your days befriending the locals perhaps
even finding a husband or wife building up a lucrative
agricultural business exploring the gloomy caverns in
search of treasure or and this is the most likely some kind
of combination of all of the above while stardew valley s
cutesy graphics and music hint at a lightweight and
relaxing experience there s so much here to do and
discover that you may find yourself swiftly and hopelessly
addicted to its homely charms one of microsoft s greatest
contributions to gaming is its online subscription service
xbox game pass for just 10 a month you can play 200
games on microsoft platforms like xbox one xbox series x
xbox series s pc and even ios and android devices via the
cloud and if you re a first time subscriber you pay only 1
for the first three months if regular xbox game pass isn t
enough and you want more you can pay 15 a month for
xbox game pass ultimate to gain access to console pc
and cloud games all at once instead of just one platform
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